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Epiko is a blockchain and gaming-based project 

developed by Wharf Street Studios Limited, 

incorporated in London. It aims to introduce Games, 

NFTs and Metaverse to create a first-generation 

platform o�ering Indian mythological characters and 

stories to the world. 

In 2021 Wharf Street Studios introduced Epiko Regal 

as an entertainment app which provides an 

immersive experience to the gaming community. 

Here, players have access to ancient Indian characters in the form of cinematic comics, 

games, and augmented reality collectibles. This concept is complemented by the Epiko 

Metaverse and Marketplace, allowing the community to benefit from a complete ecosystem.

Exploring alternate forms of entertainment has become a growing trend during the pandemic 

and people have found solace in digital games. This space has seemingly crossed OTT service 

platforms during COVID. The year 2020 has seen a rise in the number of “first-time payers” 

resulting in an increased gamer base of 500mn. Statistics show that, globally, 100mn users 

actively spend on in-app purchases.  

Our vision is to draw upon the deep and ancient history of India, it’s myths and legends and 

showcase them on a global platform using emerging technologies.  With a creative spirit of 

stories, games and comics, we have reinvented the Indian epics within Epiko's ecosystem and 

the wider context of a metaverse. Ultimately the entire ecosystem will be decentralised and will 

work independently with the help of our global community.

By 2023 the mobile game industry is expected to touch $80.36 Billion, and the comics industry 

a fair valuation of $4.6 Billion. Disrupting this existing market to create a new source of 

entertainment with emerging technologies is a no brainer. Even the highly vaunted technology 

of augmented reality, will cross $160 Billion within the next few years.

Against this backdrop Epiko has brought together innovative ideas to provide a secure, novel, 

fun and engaging ecosystem.

1. Introduction

2. Gaming Industry Market

3. Vision
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The heart of the ecosystem is the ‘Epiko Token’ which will allow the community to access 

limited supplies of assets, avail discounts, become part of events, participate in the metaverse 

and benefit in the games. In this system the community can play the Epiko Regal app based 

game and purchase game NFTs on the Epiko marketplace. Working with our partners, 

opportunities will be created for our users to  benefit in the Epiko Marketplace from increased 

payment options, access to unique NFTs, virtual set-ups and more.  All combined, the 

ecosystem will benefit the community and all those who are part of it. Users will be rewarded 

with Epiko Tokens and NFTs for carrying out activities in this ecosystem. 

▪    Epiko Regal, an entertainment application featuring  a game, cinematic comics, and 

augmented reality collectibles 

▪    Epiko.Market for NFT collectibles including Epiko metaverse, Epiko mythological characters, 

comics, 2D &3D collectibles, emojis, Heroes NFTs, and mystery rooms. 

▪    EpikoWorld is a multi-culture Metaverse and being developed to cater the Web2 and Web3 

users. It will allow users to tap into multiple experiences within one platform. 

▪    Epiko Merchandise, a physical board game: Epiko Valley, Epiko Toys, T-shirts, Fridge 

Magnets, Stickers, Water bottles etc. 

▪    Epiko Tokens the heart of the ecosystem will allow users to receive discounts, provide utility 

across platforms, participate in live events and allow access to tournaments & leagues.

There are five main pillars of Epiko Ecosystem namely: 

4. Epiko Ecosystem
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▪    Epiko Regal is a strategic mobile game complemented by Augmented Reality and Digital 

Motion Comics. 

▪    A new age of mythical superheroes from the East are showcased in an interactive manner. 

▪    The initial phase of our tower defense game has an artificial intelligence bot to challenge 

and engage users, however, at a later stage players will face real-time opponents, bringing 

traction to the game.  

▪    The game contains assets such as Gold, Gems, Crackers, Kingdom, Cards and features like 

Quests, Chat and much more.

Epiko Regal, an entertainment app designed and developed by Wharf Street Studios Limited 

aims to introduce thousand-year-old ancient legends and superheroes. The project caters to 

the fascinating ideas and concepts that form the foundation of India’s indigenous culture,  

while utilizing NFTs to draw in its audience. 

5.1. The Ancient Indian Warriors

Indian mythology has been a part of eastern culture since 

time immemorial. However, many animation series 

regurgitate the same stories and characters providing little 

space for original and creative ideas. Keeping this in mind, 

Epiko is borrowing from a culture which has its own history, to 

learn and be inspired from. The Epiko team believes that it 

must work towards re-creating Indian mythological heroic 

figures and make them more accessible for this generation. 

They will showcase the simple attributes of strength and 

valour associated with ancient Indian mythological 

superheroes in a more inclusive form.

5. About Epiko Regal
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The theme from ancient times to the modern age has been incorporated in Epiko Regal 

application and Epiko Marketplace. The idea is to entertain users with eye-catching visuals, 

Augmented Reality Portals, Metaverse rooms, NFT collectibles, games, and comics. The 

ecosystem is perfectly poised to create brand value and compete on an international level.

5.2. God Rarity

A special category cards by the name ‘GOD RARITY’ will be introduced in Q2 of 2022, as a 

unique set of characters inspired from Indian Mythological Gods and their powers. As the 

name goes these cards will behave di�erently from other cards,

For thousands of years Indian deities have been 

bought to life through dance and theatres. We can see 

these in di�erent dance forms like Bharatanatyam, 

Odissi, Kathakali and more, introducing these tales to 

us. Epiko brings to you the same deities, their charm, 

powers, protection, and stories in the new form of a 

strategy game with comics. The concept will be 

represented in a very respectful manner without 

harming any belief or emotional significance. The aim 

to introduce God Rarity is to give a taste of thousand 

year old concepts to the community for them to learn 

and enjoy the eastern culture.

1. One player can have only one God Rarity card in his deck. 

2. God Rarity characters will require 10 Rasa count to be deployed showcasing their powerful 

impact on the play. 

3. The God Rarity character will have one unique power which will impact all enemy troops, 

buildings, and towers at the same time. 

4. These are immortals, meaning they will be deployed like they are falling from heaven and 

will use their power once and will disappear after their attack. These cards cannot be 

destroyed; hence no enemy troops or weapons can touch them. 

5. Each character in the God Rarity will resemble the size structure of the existing card Veera. 

6. To unlock God Rarity character - you will need to get an Epiko NFT through a code to 

redeem it. This code will also allow the players to redeem and unlock Mystery Stones in the 

Epiko Regal Application.

The mystical world of Epiko, aims to reintroduce Indian indigenous stories, concepts, and 

superheroes in a universal format. It will lay the foundation for characters which are 

straightforward yet powerful, relatable yet exciting, utilising simple language yet creating 

interesting stories and much more. 
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Courageous individuals like Madakari Nayaka, Baji Prabhu 

Deshpande, Tanaji Malusare, Alluri Sitarama Raju and more 

such individuals who have sacrificed their families for the 

service of their people, would be brought to life again. These 

legends are a symbol of pride for millennials, and recognised 

for their courage. Epiko would introduce their valor by means 

of characterization in Epiko Regal Application and 

marketplace where the community can learn about their 

impeccable stories.

Epiko.Market will create an exclusive space for historic and iconic characters under Epiko 

Legends Category, the access to this segment will only be given to OMI token holders. In 

addition to this, there will be bidding for exclusive cards providing access to hero characters, 

bids will be accepted in the form of Ethereum or OMI Tokens.

5.4. Epiko Cultural Infusions with Mythologies

Myths, stories, and ancient history are an integral part of every culture. It tells us about the 

origin of human civilisation and why things appear the way they do today. There are many 

superheroes, unimaginable powers, inspiring stories, and magical creature that could be 

taken as an inspiration.

Hence, after introducing Indian mythologies in the first phase, Epiko aims to introduce more 

stories, superheroes, and powers inspired from the mythologies such as Arabian, African and 

Latin American. These mythological concepts can be engaging for the audience by the means 

of games, comics, metaverse, and digital collectibles. The project will sing the life of unsung 

heroes and give an exciting platform to the community where they can come together to read, 

play, collect, and get inspired from various cultures by getting a glimpse of sacred tales.

Famous tales and characters that consist of interesting stories to enter a fantasy world, as part 

of thousand year old cultures and mythologies of the Arab civilisation, bring about a desire to 

live in those times. Epiko plans to introduce such exciting characters from this civilisation to the 

world. Our community will get a chance to learn about mythical creatures such as Bahamut 

the giant, Nasnas the monster, Shadhavar the unicorn and many more.

Arabian Mythologies

5.3. Hero Rarity

Epiko Legends Category is a good source of entertainment with a representation of iconic 

heroes. In Epiko Regal where mythology brings magical essence to the platform, this category 

will introduce heroes who are icons from history.
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From shapeshifting spiders to universe vomiting Gods, African Mythologies are filled with 

fascinating array of tales of wonder, with diverse range of stories comprised of spirits, Gods, 

and powers. African culture breaks the barriers of the physical and spiritual world with their 

unique rituals and practices. With superheroes like Anubis, Kaang, Mami Wata, Anansi and 

many more, you can ride through the treasure of African Mythology with Epiko Comics, Games 

and Epikoverse.

Enter the world of interconnected mythologies from di�erent countries of Latin America, a 

unique blend of mythologies such as Sea stories from Chilote, spirits of Mapuche, the golden 

empire of Muisca, animal tales of Maya, moral instruction from Inca and much more. Epiko will 

re-introduce all these stories and characters for millennials to learn and enjoy at the same 

time.

Epiko Game, Epikoverse, Epiko Collectibles and Epiko Market forms an ecosystem where 

community will benefit from each other, but they will also enjoy the blend with introductions of 

various cultures in this ecosystem.

African Mythologies

Latin American Mythologies



The NFT marketplace is an emerging space for collectibles designed to be listed in the primary 

market and traded in a secondary market to allow monetization. Epiko.Market is a one-o� 

marketplace which enables users to access Epiko assets, namely, avatars, weapons, 

accessories, comics, art and more.

www.epiko.io Page 09|

6. Epiko.Market - NFT Marketplace
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6.1. Purchase $EPIKO Tokens

User A

User A

Metamask Wallet

Balance (500 OMI)

Connect with 
Swap UI

Node.js Server of 
Tracking Transaction

MongoDB Storage of 
These Transactions

Approves the 
transaction 

View balance of 
Ethereum Network

Send $OMI or $ETH 
token to receive $EPIKO

(HTML Page)

Ethereum Network Ethereum Network

Event

Admin Panel

User receives 

$EPIKO

*The minimum transaction limit for purchasing $EPIKO token is 100
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User A Metamask Wallet

Holding OMI Tokens on 

Polygon Network

Connect on Marketplace

▪    Upload Image 
▪    Set Image Name 
▪    Set Royalty 
▪    Set price in OMI 
▪    Set type (Auction 
or Fixed sale)

Buy by Fixed Sale Buy by Auction

OptionsSelect Ethereum 
Network

View Bidded 

NFTs

Create NFTs

Explore All NFTs

Buy NFTs

Pay Gas Fees

Pay OMI Token Provide allowance 
by buyer

Seller acceps bid

Allowance deducted 
and transfer to seller 

account

Amount transfer 
to  sellers account 
directly to address

New Owner is 
Buyer

Call backend event 
(OMI transfer)

New Owner Setup Call
Added to 

Marketplace
View all NFTs on 

Marketplace

Remove 
allowances on 

NFTs

6.2. Epiko.market Use Case
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Epiko Mystery rooms will be theme based virtual rooms where players will participate in fun 

activities, solve puzzles, find hints, and collect assets to solve the mission. Players will be locked 

in a thrilling space and incentivised to reach the final stage by winning amazing prizes. 

Whether playing individually or with friends, the rooms will require strong analysis and 

deductive skills to complete the unqiue challenges

Epiko Marketplace will allow users to enter these virtual mystery rooms, players will get exactly 

one hour to solve clues and escape the room. If successful, they will win prizes such as gold 

coins, gems, and virtual room NFTs. 

Inspired from the Epiko Regal comic series, di�erent virtual rooms and portals will be 

developed as throne rooms, king chambers, mystical planets and more. The users will be able 

to buy access passes to experience these rooms with a subscription that will be available to 

users holding EPIKO tokens.

Moreover, there will be a special auction organised for $EPIKO tokens Holders which will allow 

users to bid and buy limited virtual rooms of their choice with $OMI tokens and Ethereum. 

These can be later traded or stored as NFTs.

Epikoverse will have a Mystical Universe with geo-locations and halls of fame for players from 

the community and EPIKO tokens will be required to gain access. Inside the metaverse users 

will be able to roam with their avatars of choice, attend events and interact with other 

community members.

7. EpikoWorld
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8.1. Epiko Valley Board Game

8.2. Epiko Fridge Magnets

8.3. Epiko Toys, Water Bottle, T-Shirts

Epiko Valley, is a Land of Secrets and Sorcery. An oasis for the 

adventurous, a scorching pyre for the weak. An 8000 years 

ago, a civilisation thrived here. Tales of its inhabitants’ 

ferocity and bravery weathered the sands of time. Build your 

castle by collecting Castle Tiles, unleash spells and weapons, 

unlock vehicles, and find help in the least likely places. You 

will fall. And you will pick yourself up. Or you will die trying. 

 

Game assets: 45 play cards, 6 player board, 1 master board, 

gold tokens, 3 dice, 9 superheroes, 6 castle puzzle

Epiko Magnets are emoticons of superheroes from Epiko Regal. These magnets are a fun way 

to express emotions and enjoy the character. These magnets are made with MDF Wood.

Shurpnakha Monkey King Shakuni Meghnath Jatayu Veera Shurpnakha

8. Epiko Merchandise
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Epiko is the native token of Epiko.market and powers the 

platform. This section will provide information on the token, 

it’s use cases for NFT collectors and the di�erent features on 

Epiko.market allowing for the delivery of  a secure platform 

for NFT collectors. 

9.2. Token Distribution and Release Schedule

9.1. $EPIKO Token

Private 5 Million 1.67 06 12

Presale 5 Million 1.67 09 18

Game Operations 60 Million 20 12 3 (20% quarterly)

Marketing & Rewards 15 Million 5 3 3 (20% quarterly)

IDO 5 Million 1.67 12 24

Liquidity Pool 45 Million 15 9 3 (20% quarterly)

Team & Advisors 60 Million 20 18 36

Token sold against OMI 9 Million 3 06 24

Community Airdrop 6 Million 2 1.2 3 (20% quarterly)

Company Reserve 90 Million 30 36

Total 100

Token 

Allocation

Number of 

Tokens

Total 

Supply 

(Percent)

A�er 

TGE once 

Token is 

listed on 

Exchange

Cliff 

Period 

(Months)

Vesting 

Period 

(Months)

300 Million

Token SupplyAllocation Type

Total Supply

9. Tokenomics
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Marketing 

$600k

Technology Development  

$1 Million

Breakdown for $3 Million

Legal & Licenses 

$100k

IT Infrastructure 

$200k

Operations 

$800k

IT Infrastructure 

$300k

9.3. Investment Rounds

Rounds

Private

Presale

IDO

0.10 cents (500k USD = 5MN Epiko Tokens)

0.20 cents (1MN USD = 5MN Epiko Tokens)

0.30 cents (1.5MN USD = 5MN Epiko Tokens) 

1 Year

1.5 Years

2 Years

Supply of Epiko Tokens Vesting Period
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9.5. Epiko token utilities

Early access to Epikoverse MVP

Participate in Epiko Regal Championship

Buy NFTs on Epiko Market

Eligible to be part of Epiko DAO

9.4. Token Purchase

We will allow users to buy $EPIKO Tokens in exchange of $OMI Tokens. This will have a limited 

supply of 9 million EPIKO Tokens which can be accessed by users on the Epiko.market in 

regular intervals.

Forum

Epiko.market 9,000,000 90,000,000

Supply of Epiko Tokens Number of OMI Tokens
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Ethereum gas fees can be a hindrance for many people to explore new options in the 

blockchain space. The team at EPIKO have committed to compensating the Ethereum gas fees 

paid on L1. In order to compensate the fees, Team Epiko will compensate 80% fees in EPIKO 

tokens for every 100 EPIKO NFTs purchased and this would vary according to the price of 

Ethereum.

9.5. Gas Fee Compensation

The di�ering  utilities of $EPIKO Token provide Epiko.market with an edge in the market. 

Further, the association with Epiko Regal’s gaming community, partnerships and strategic 

agreements allow for the expantion of the tokens utilities. 

$EPIKO token is minted on Ethereum Blockchain and secured by smart contracts allowing 

distribution and use in the ecosystem. The utility of the tokens will increase with the expansion 

of Epiko.market. The image below showcases a comprehensive overview of EPIKO: 

OMI Token Epiko Token

Bounty Campaign for Community

In-app perks for  

Epiko Regal Game

OMI Token 

Jackpot

Participate in 

Championship

Access to 

Epikoverse

Be part of 

Epiko DAO

▪    Team 

▪    Advisors 

▪    Partners

Early access with  

Discount on Collectibles

Earn

Benefit

Buy
Epiko NFT 
Package

Access to

Holders

Reserve for

https://etherscan.io/token/0xb62e24b747eaa41454857cf6011832117df59cb8
https://etherscan.io/token/0xb62e24b747eaa41454857cf6011832117df59cb8
https://etherscan.io/token/0xb62e24b747eaa41454857cf6011832117df59cb8
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Di�erent types of collectibles:

1) Augmented Reality will allow users to experience characters in a real-time environment and 

provide additional features like narrating their story, attacking, running and capturing.  

2) 3D Collection includes 3D avatars of warriors, weapons, powers, exclusive arenas, and 

other game assets. 

3) 2D Assets include 2D graphical display of character poses, skins, and various mythological 

creatures.  

4) Cinematic comics are a series of exclusive motion comics called ‘Kathika’, inspired from 

di�erent Epics with appealing stories based on game characters. 

5) Emojis have 2D caricatures of game characters depicting emotions allowing the community 

to express their feelings in the game. 

6) Card Holder this collection includes character poses and displays powers, strength, hit 

points, etc. 

Card Holders

Emojis

3D Collection

10. Epiko Collectibles
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10.1. Epiko NFT Utilities

ER redeem code to unlock Mystery Stones

NFT Holder badge in Discord & access to private channel

Eligible to be part of Epiko DAO

Beta access to Epikoverse project

Get whitelisted for Epiko Tokens
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Epiko welcomes all the members of NFT, game and comic community to become part of the 

mystical world of ancient Indian superheroes. All the digital assets, events, game 

championships, toys and experiences in the Epiko Metaverse will be available through Epiko 

Marketplace and Epiko Regal gaming application. 

While still in the early access stages Epiko Regal gaming application has been able to gather 

fifteen thousand plus users in the first three months of its launch. It continues to grow by 

acquiring new users daily. Players play daily to further enhance their skills and progress in the 

ecosystem.  While Epiko Regal is a fun and entertaining application, in order to give users an 

investment platform Epiko Market has been launched, with an opportunity to truly earn 

resources like augmented reality warriors, comics, gems, and spells that the users experience 

within the game. 

Unlike other marketplaces, community members investing at Epiko Market will benefit by 

gaining resources to advance in the games introduced by Epiko Regal. Epiko Market will 

unlock complimentary assets like coins, gems, cards, life, collectibles, and comics for its 

community, which will allow them to make progress in the game and benefit players during 

championships and leagues events.

Further, the community can gain additional resources including Epiko Tokens, complimentary 

collectibles, gift vouchers, and toys by participating in campaigns such as:

Gamification: Epiko values its community, the gamification programs will incentivise users with 

Epiko Token. These programs will be regularly announced on Epiko’s o�cial discord channel 

with all the details about the registration, activities, and benefits. The participants will be 

expected to carry out activities such as register on the marketplace, download the Epiko Regal 

application, engage on social media channels, create content and more. Epiko Tokens will play 

a key role in these programs as it will be used for prizes. 

Championships: With Epiko Championship gamers will face-o� to battle each other. This will 

turn regular players into stars, allowing them to  become warriors of the Epiko Gaming 

Community. The winners will be bestowed with special titles and with every win will gain a 

chance to earn the highest title which is associated with numerous benefits (the benefits, 

prices, and titles will be disclosed during the championship announcements).

Token Drops: Special drops will be arranged for the community members to welcome in the 

ecosystem by giving them Epiko Tokens and an opportunity to build their profile within the 

marketplace. 

11. Community Engagement
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Events: Apart from online championships there will be special o�ine events organised for the 

communities to come and meet the Epiko team in person. These events will comprise of many 

fun games, exclusive NFT collection launch, and more. It will allow Epiko to improve the market 

experience for its users and help them to understand the opportunities, challenges, and scope 

that come with NFTs and the gaming world.

Collecting rare assets, competing in battles, and participating in social media activities are 

some of the key areas which will strengthen the community, giving them a chance to earn 

Epiko Tokens and reap the benefits of the Epiko Ecosystem.

11.1. Epiko Events

Similar to  Comic Con, Epiko will organise a physical event for NFT enthusiasts and the 

community to share their passion for the digital world of superheroes. Being a community 

driven event, $EPIKO token holders will have access to rare collectibles, meet the leadership 

team and virtual tours. Artists will get a chance to showcase their NFT concepts at the event, 

and later selected participants will be listed on Epiko.market.

▪    These events will have special limited passes which can be bought on Epiko.market. 

Some passes will be gifted through a lucky draw to our community, and some will be 

gifted to the top Epiko Token holders in the ecosystem.

▪    These events will allow participants to buy the physical toys of Epiko Regal 

superheroes. These exclusive toys will be limited and will only be available once for each 

event. The purchase will be allowed in Fiat, OMI token and Ethereum.

11.2. Superleague and Tournament

In the world of competitive and organised 

gaming, play is not just a leisure activity but 

has become an established career options for 

pro-players and enthusiast (enthusiasts being 

described as regular viewers and players, as 

opposed to occasional audience). According to 

a report by Newzoo, a market analytics 

company, there is an audience pool of around 

380 million including approximately 200 million 

enthusiasts. This audience has been enabled 

thanks to streaming platforms like Twitch 

where gamers play in real-time. 
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▪    Super league will allow players to participate as single players. 

▪    Tournament will allow players to join as a team of multiple players.

With this in mind, in November 2020, the Epiko Championship was organised, seeing a 

turnaround of 1500 players battling among themselves on Epiko Regal application. Many 

players were able to upgrade their play and unlock new stadiums and cards. The top players 

won Amazon gift vouchers, gems, gold coins, augmented reality collectibles and chapters of 

cinematic comics.

In the spirit of play, fun and opportunity, every year four exclusive events will be arranged for 

the community to showcase their skills in the gaming tournament. Two super leagues and two 

tournaments. These events will invite communities of ‘Epiko Regal game’, ‘Indie Gaming Guild’ 

and ‘Avisa Gaming Guild’ to participate in a tower defence battle in the Epiko application. 

To qualify and participate, players will need to hold either $OMI or $EPIKO Tokens and in 

return winners will be eligible to receive high value prizes in the form of ‘OMI Pot’ which will 

hold a combination of OMI tokens, in-app Epiko Regal assets and gift vouchers.

The aim of such events is to engage and give a sense of purpose to the community and 

nurture the ecosystem with fun activities for enthusiastic players and NFT collectors on one 

platform.

Each year, Epiko Regal will host four exclusive events for gamers to showcase their skills, two 

super league competitions (solo play) and two tournaments (team play). 

The goal of this model is to allow users to have fun and earn while investing their time in 

playing. In the next 5 years NFTs worth USD 200,000 and 10 percent of Epiko tokens will be 

issued in this program which will be distributed to the players who attain certain ranks and 

cups while playing. The mechanism of bi-monthly allocations can be understood from the 

table below:

11.3. Play to Earn (GameFi)

Play is fun, with Epiko Regal play to earn!

Epiko Regal application allows the community to play games in the Epiko Regal universe. This 

will allow them to earn titles and ranks within the ecosystem. Players will be rewarded with 

Epiko NFTs and Tokens for extraordinary performances in the Epiko games. 
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We want players to benefit when becoming part of Epiko’s community. The program is 

designed to recognise those who are willing to invest their time and skills with Epiko Regal 

games. Further, creating a sense of belonging and retaining the excitement amongst the 

community.

The intention is to launch this program bi-monthly where select NFTs and tokens are released 

for players to acquire. Players who play the games on a regular basis will enhance their 

gaming skills over time and benefit before the program is relaunched in two months.

More games will be added on Epiko Regal ecosystem to expand our portfolio within the 

system. Thus, assisting it to become the leading gaming community around the globe. 

**Details of the above P2E model’s eligibility and frequency to be updated in the month of 

June along with the launch of Epiko.market

50,000+ $5,000 God 300,000

2,000 $30,000 Common

5,000 $25,000 Rare

10,000 $20,000 Epic

20,000 $15,000 Ultra Epic

25,000 $10,000 Hero 100,000

-

-

-

-

Min Cups 

Required

NFT 

Rarity

Value of Epiko NFTs  

(in USD over the span of 5 years)

Total Supply 

Epiko Token

Events: Apart from online championships there will be special o�ine events organised for the 

communities to come and meet the Epiko team in person. These events will comprise of many 

fun games, exclusive NFT collection launch, and more. It will allow Epiko to improve the market 

experience for its users and help them to understand the opportunities, challenges, and scope 

that come with NFTs and the gaming world.

Collecting rare assets, competing in battles, and participating in social media activities are 

some of the key areas which will strengthen the community, giving them a chance to earn 

Epiko Tokens and reap the benefits of the Epiko Ecosystem.
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License
Veve Collectibles

(Generated $100 Millions in 2021)

Indian 

Mythology/Epics

Indian Production 

HousesEpiko Collectibles

NFT Marketplace

License

Minting & 

Listing NFTs

12. Epiko Use Case
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Under our privileged partnership with Ecomi, their users will also benefit in Epiko.market:

▪    Buy & Sell: Users will be able to buy and sell Digital Collectibles of other brands listed at 

Epiko.market with OMI. 

▪    EPIKO Token Packages: A series of five EPIKO token bags will be available for players to 

purchase with OMI. These bags will be limited edition, each with a supply of 8.5 million EPIKO 

Tokens, and once sold, no more will be created. 

▪    Tournament & Leagues: OMI POT will be given to winners of Epiko Leagues and 

Tournaments conducted quarterly.

OMI Tokens

Epiko Leagues & Tournaments Epiko Legends NFTs

Access toAccess to

Buy/Sell
HoldersEligible for Auctions 

and Ra�e

Epiko Token Packages Epiko Collectibles

(Access to discount for Epiko Token Holders)

As an added bonus for OMI token holders, 10% of all OMI collected by Epiko Regal will also be 

returned to the OMI Reserve Wallet each quarter, to be burnt by the sale of VeVe digital 

collectible NFTs! 

Also, as mentioned previously there will be an OMI prize pool equal to 20% of all OMI collected 

from the sale of NFTs, per tournament/per quarter! 

10.1. OMI Burn

13. Ecomi Partnership
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KALOSCOPE – Kaloscope is a first-generation interactive NFT-

oriented wallet interface. It is an AR/VR/XR social platform to 

interact with users, form communities, and participate within a 

digital metaverse-based economy and game. 

POLYGON STUDIOS – Polygon studios supports large scale 

NFT projects for globally recognized IP and brands. The 

projects o�ers best in class solutions for energy e�ciency 

projects scaling on the blockchain. Polygon supports a 

community filled with web3 enthusiasts building in NFTs, 

crypto gaming, metaverses, and more.

INDI.GG –  India Gaming Guild (IGG) - A subDAO incubating play 

to earn gaming talent in India. Powered by Polygon and Yield 

Guild Games, IndiGG is making the world’s best play-to-earn 

games accessible to the gamer communities of India. Indigg helps 

gamers earn real money while doing what they love - play games 

like Axie Infinity, Pegaxy, Nyan heroes and more

Epiko has partnered with some leading brands in the market who are working along with 

Epiko to bring value and innovation in the space of NFTs, decentralised systems and 

metaverse.

Wharf Street Studios is supporting Kaloscope with both web and 

mobile platforms development. The partnership with both 

companies will allow us to cross promote projects and grow 

collectively, nurturing each others vision to bring the best of 

service to our community of collectors.

HOUSE OF GAMING  – HOG is a gaming platform working to 

bring Indian players together and jump start their gaming 

career. The events and tournaments will give amateur and 

professional gamers the ability to earn and opportunity to 

compete with other professionals on national level. 

HOG is going to work with Epiko Regal to organize its 

tournaments at national level, do cross- promotions in each 

other communities and bring best out of this partnership to 

benefit players through play to earn model.

14. Gaming & NFT Partnerships
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BELP GAMING  – A one-stop-shop gaming platform where every 

gaming experience involves fun, social-driven community and 

rewards. They are a two-way bridge, interconnecting Gamefi & 

Defi, empowering both ecosystems by leveraging the knowledge 

side of DeFi and the action-driven side of P2E.

AVISA GAMING GUILD –  Avisa Games Guild is an NFT 

gaming hub that enables blockchain enthusiasts & gamers 

to explore the vastness of Play-2-Earn with some of the 

best games within the NFT gaming industry. 

 

AGG and Epiko partnership o�ers best to both of our 

communities. Epiko Regal is part of their NFT gaming 

portfolio and AGG promotes Epiko Regal on social media 

and other channels. Hence bringing opportunities for both 

of our communities.

Epiko is open to partnerships with projects working in the space of Gaming, NFTs, and 

Metaverse to bring forward the best o�ers, products and services for its network. To enquire 

about partnerships email us at info@wharfstreetstudios.com

We are going to work alongside Belp to penetrate the Indian 

market. From co-marketing to other trustworthy partners’ 

introductions, we are both committed to making the metaverse 

bigger and better. Be ready for the change we will bring.
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▪    Research & brainstorm 

▪    Developed unique ecosystem for Epiko Regal app 

▪    Website design and development 

▪    Comic chapter 1 & 2 release 

▪    Optimisation before launch 

▪    Community construction

▪    Won Toyacathon 2021 certificate by AICTE & MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

▪    Press Release with Times of India 

▪    Epikoverse Beta - Ancient Hall in VR 

▪    Epiko.Market - NFT Marketplace development 

▪    Global launch on Android and iOS platforms

▪    NFT drop on OpenSea 

▪    Features: Quests, Ranking Mechanism, Card Donation, Cups reset 

▪    Comic Chapter 3 release 

▪    P2E code redeem feature for NFTs  

▪    Whitepaper release 

▪    Partnership with Ecomi, Kaloscope, Polygon, Belp Gaming, Indi.GG and House of Gaming

Q1 & Q2 - 2021

Q3 & Q4 - 2021

Q1 & Q2 - 2022

▪    New Epiko Universe with portal in AR 

▪    Epiko Regal eSport Tournament 

▪    Crypto Expo Asia Event 2022 in Singapore 

▪    Physical Board game Prototype 

▪    Epiko Regal physical toys in DesignerCon and Comicon 2022

Q3 & Q4 - 2022

▪    EpikoWorld launch with Web3 and NFT integration 

▪    Animation series on OTT platform 

▪    Establish DAO for Epiko 

▪    Bring Epiko Bricks game in the ecosystem 

▪    Epiko Valley Board game launch 

▪    Release Comic Chapters 4 & 5   

▪    Merchandise setup on ecommerce platform

2023

15. Roadmap
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Epiko Regal is an entertainment mobile application comprising of a tower defence game, 

cinematic motion comics and AR Collectibles. The application is available on both Android and 

iOS devices. The application gives an edge to the Epiko Ecosystem as it targets multiple 

markets including gamers, comic readers, and digital collectors thus making it both unique 

and entertaining. Since the launch Epiko Regal application has shown great progress with 

35,000 downloads as on 25th April 2022. The application is a great way to strengthen the 

product position and give credibility and a sense of purpose to the community.

When a user will purchase any NFT collectible on Epiko.market with OMI, that user will receive 

Epiko Regal in-app perks which include:

All the perks can be redeemed inside the application by using the redeem code provided 

during the NFT purchase.

▪    Gems  

▪    Gold coins 

▪    Yantras 

▪    AR collectible 

▪    Comics

16. Synopsis of Epiko Regal


